A study of electron beam-induced conductivity in resists.
The charging of polymeric resist materials during electron beam irradiation leads to significant problems during imaging and lithography processes. Charging occurs because of charge deposition in the polymer and charge generation/trapping due to formation of electron-hole pairs in the dielectric. The presence of such charge also results in the phenomena of electron beam-induced conductivity (EBIC). Electron beam-induced conductivity data have been obtained for three commercial e-beam resists under a variety of dose rate and temperature conditions. From the observed values of induced conductivity under varying conditions significant information about the generation of electron-hole pair and the transport of charge in the resist can be obtained. Three electron beam resists, EBR900, ZEP7000, and PBS are examined by an external bias method. The difference in resist chemistry is considered to play the role in the initial state EBIC behaviors among three resists even though the way that it affects the behaviors is not clear. A comparison of the power consumption comparison is proposed as a measure to give a preliminary estimate of the carrier concentration and carrier drift velocity differences among the resists. A simple single trap model with constant activation energy is proposed and provides good agreement with experiment.